The Offset Central Impression
Technology of Comexi Offers the
Highest Print Resolution on the Market
The ability of this technology to combine multiple SKUs within the same job
reduces changeover time and waste. It is a sustainable solution for both printing
process and end product

Girona, November 18, 2020.- Comexi, a global supplier of solutions for the flexible packaging
printing and converting sector, offers the highest print resolution on the market, as a result of the
offset central impression printing technology. This is a two-fold environmentally responsible
option, as print is done without solvents and frontal printing, with EB protective varnishes, allows
for the replacement of laminated products or the reduction of the number of layers due to the
capabilities of chemical, thermal, and scratch resistance of EB lacquers. Effectively, this facilitates
the sealing of monofilm products and the recycling of packaging solutions, all this guaranteeing
the highest quality.
"The Comexi Offset CI8 is a sustainable solution that provides high quality printing for a wide
range of flexible packaging products," explains César Bernal, the technical director of SP Group.
After acquiring a Comexi CI8, the company, created in 1985 and based in Córdoba (Spain),
became the first Spanish company to have confidence in the offset printing system. Bernal
describes this press as “perfect for short and medium runs for products with high design rotation”.
He further comments that the Comexi offset press "is the best solution for printing from 3,000 to
30,000 meters, the range used for the majority of our jobs".
Presently, SP Group has two Comexi Offset CI8 presses: one in Córdoba and the other in Poland.
“Comexi's central drum offset printing allows us to be faster, regarding both prepress and job
changeover. The cost of prepress is much lower than other conventional printing technologies
and we can easily adapt to the design changes of our clients", states César Bernal upon an
analysis, and further highlighting that "the design of a new job is performed in less than two hours,
and an entire set of 7 plates is imagined in less than 20 minutes”.

The performance of the Comexi Offset CI8 is another strength of Comexi offset technology. It has
a printing speed of up to 300 m / min and much shorter changeover times in comparison to other
conventional technologies. Furthermore, the Comexi Offset CI8 provides maximum flexibility by
combining multiple SKU within the same design, this way short runs become large jobs.

About Comexi – www.comexi.com
Comexi, founded in 1954, has extensive experience in manufacturing equipment for the
flexible packaging conversion industry. As a world leader, it operates five product lines,
each specialized in a different conversion process: flexography printing, offset printing,
laminating, slitting, and digital services. Furthermore, it has a Service and Technical
Assistance Business Unit that offers service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The company has two production plants: one in Riudellots de la Selva (Girona, Spain) and
another one in Montenegro, in the State of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil). There are also two
offices in Miami (USA) and Moscow (Russia). Moreover, Comexi is represented in more
than 100 countries. This commercial network allows us to have proximity to our customers
in order to optimally respond to their needs.
Comexi includes the Manel Xifra Boada Technological Centre, Comexi CTec, where the
company provides support and shares its knowledge with various groups involved in the
flexible printing industry process.
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